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LECTURES AND SYLLABUS

(RENCANA PROGRAM DAN KEGIATAN PEMBELAJARAN SEMESTER)

1. Lecture : Molecular Genetics (Double degree)

2. Code/Credits : MAB6201 (2 sks)

3. Lectures and 

Organization

: DL: Diana Lyrawati, Dra Apt, MS, PhD (Fac. Med)

LEF: Loeki Enggar Fitri DR. Dr., MKes, SpParK (Fac. Med)

HS: Hidayat Suyuti Dr, SpM, PhD (Fac .Med)

TM: Tri Yudani M. Raras, Dra., M.App.Sc., Dr.rer.nat. (Fac. 
Med)

4. Semester : 1

5. Status : Mandatory

A. BRIEF DESCRIPTION: 

These lectures on molecular genetics intend to give basic understanding of 

common molecular mechanism and management of genetic diseases. Topics covered 

during the course are genetics and genome, HUGO, cytogenetics, cellular, biochemical 

and molecular basis of inheritance, pattern of inheritance, diagnosis and management 

of genetic diseases, and population genetics.

B. PREREQUISITES:

N/A

C. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE OF THE LECTURE:

Understand the basic molecular mechanism of genetic diseases and their 

management, and appraise critically molecular genetics articles relevant to students’

interests.

D. SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE OF THE LECTURE: see detail in the table

below.

Week Teaching 
Material

Teaching 
Strategy

Competencies Indicator of 
Assessment

Score

1 Introduction

Chromosome 

Lecture, 
discussion and 
assignment

Understand about:

1.Genetics and 

Depth of 
explanation of 
molecular 

See 
point 
G.



and Cell 
Division

genomics 
(Human 
Genome Project) 
in medical 
genetics.

2.Human genome 
and 
chromosomal 
basis of heredity

3.Cell Division 
4.Medical 

relevance of 
mitosis and 
meiosis

Cytogenetics 
(assignments)

pathogenesis 
and 
manifestation 
of 
(cyto)genetic 
diseases

2 Lecture, 
discussion and 
assignment

The cellular, 
biochemical 
and molecular 
basis of 
inheritance

Understand about:

1. Understand 
and be able to 
define the 
following kinds 
of mutations:

 missense * 
insertion

 nonsense * 
null

 frame shift * 
triplet repeat 
expansion * 
deletion

2. Principles of 
molecular 
disease: 
lessons from 
hemoglobinopa
thies

Understand the 
concept of, and 
the molecular 
basis for, 
anticipation 
(assignments).

Depth of 
explanation of 
molecular 
pathogenesis 
and 
manifestation 
of genetic 
diseases

3 Lecture, 
discussion and 
assignment

Pattern of 
inheritance

Understand the 
meaning of, and 
be able to define: * 
genotype * 
phenotype * 
homozygous * 
heterozygous * 
locus * allele * 
haplotype

2. Know the 
standard pedigree 
symbols and how 
they are used.

Identify, 
explain and 
make 
pedigree and 
type of 
inheritance.
Depth of 
explanation of 
molecular 
pathogenesis 
and 
manifestation 
of genetic 



3. Know the 
characteristics of 
the different 
Mendelian 
patterns of 
inheritance and be 
able to identify the 
following patterns 
in pedigrees:

* autosomal 
dominant * X-
linked dominant * 
autosomal 
recessive * 
mitochondrial * 
X-linked 
recessive

4. Be able to 
define and 
recognize 
examples of: * 
allelic 
heterogeneity * 
incomplete 
penetrance * 
locus 
heterogeneity * 
germline 
mosaicism

* variable 
expressivity

5. Common 
genetic disease in 
pediatrics 
(assignments)

diseases

4. Lecture, 
discussion and 
assignment

Prenatal 
diagnosis of 
genetic disease

1.Know that child 
may be born 
with a medical 
problem or birth 
defect that will 
require 
intervention.

2.Understand that 
ethnocultural, 
moral, and/or 
religious 
backgrounds 
that may 
strongly 
influence an 
individual’s or 
couple’s choice 
surrounding 
prenatal 

Identify type 
and 
consequence
s of PGD



diagnosis, 
selective 
termination of a 
pregnancy, and 
the use of 
reproductive 
technologies.

3.Examine your 
own 
moral/religious/c
ultural beliefs 
regarding 
challenging and 
complex issues 
surrounding 
prenatal 
diagnosis and 
available options 
(assignments).

4.Be able to 
generally 
describe the 
major kinds of 
prenatal 
diagnostic 
techniques.

5. Know the 
indications, 
applications, 
benefits and 
limitations of the 
different types of 
prenatal 
diagnostic 
techniques.

6.Be able to 
describe the 
general 
differences 
between the 
commonly 
applied 
techniques of 
amniocentesis 
and chorionic 
villus sampling 
(CVS).

7.Understand the 
potential utility 
and limitations 
of fetal 
ultrasounds in 
evaluating a 
fetus for 
structural birth 
defects.

8.Be aware of 
existing and 



emerging 
assisted 
reproductive 
technologies, 
e.g. ART, IVF, 
preimplantation 
diagnosis.

5. Lecture, 
discussion and 
assignment

Population 
screening and 
community 
genetics

Understand

1. The genetic 
screening in 
populations; 

2. Screening for 
genetic 
susceptibility to 
disease;

3. Genetic 
counseling; 
ethics

Calculate 
correctly 
allele 
frequencies 
and suggest 
appropriately 
policy for 
genetic 
screening

6. Lecture, 
discussion and 
assignment

Treatment of 
genetic disease 
and gene 
therapy

Understand

1. Considerations, 
strategies and 
treatment of 
genetic 
disease;

2. Molecular 
treatment of 
disease;

Approach to child 
with birth defects 
(assignments)

Identify and 
explain 
current/availa
ble and future 
strategies of 
treatment

7-8. Discussion Presentation/As
signments/Jour
nal Reading

Able to appraise 
article(s) 
critically in 
written form and 
present orally  in 
front of scientific 
community

Originality, 
relevance, 
clarity, Q&A
(question and 
answer 
session)

  



E. TIMETABLE 

No Date Topics Competencies Lecturer

1 Introduction

Chromosome and Cell 
Division

Understand about:

1. Genetics and genomics (Human 
Genome Project) in medical 
genetics.

2. Human genome and chromosomal 
basis of heredity

3. Cell Division 
4. Medical relevance of mitosis and 

meiosis
5. Cytogenetics (assignments)

TY

2 The cellular, biomolecular 
and molecular basis of 
inheritance

Understand about:

1. Understand and be able to define 
the following kinds of mutations:

 missense * insertion
 nonsense * null
 frame shift * triplet repeat 

expansion * deletion
2.Principles of molecular disease: 

lessons from hemoglobinopathies
3.Understand the concept of, and the 

molecular basis for, anticipation 
(assignments).

HS

3 Pattern of inheritance Understand the meaning of, and be 
able to define: * genotype * 
phenotype * homozygous * 
heterozygous * locus * allele * 
haplotype

2. Know the standard pedigree 
symbols and how they are used.

3. Know the characteristics of the 
different Mendelian patterns of 
inheritance and be able to identify the 
following patterns in pedigrees:

* autosomal dominant * X-linked 
dominant * autosomal recessive * 
mitochondrial * X-linked recessive

4. Be able to define and recognize 
examples of: * allelic heterogeneity * 
incomplete penetrance * locus 
heterogeneity * germline mosaicism

* variable expressivity

5. Common genetic disease in 
pediatrics (assignments)

LEF

4 Prenatal diagnosis of 
genetic disease

1. Know that child may be born with a 
medical problem or birth defect 
that will require intervention.

LEF



2. Understand that ethnocultural, 
moral, and/or religious 
backgrounds that may strongly 
influence an individual’s or 
couple’s choice surrounding 
prenatal diagnosis, selective 
termination of a pregnancy, and 
the use of reproductive 
technologies.

3. Examine your own 
moral/religious/cultural beliefs 
regarding challenging and complex 
issues surrounding prenatal 
diagnosis and available options 
(assignments).

4. Be able to generally describe the 
major kinds of prenatal diagnostic 
techniques.

5. Know the indications, applications, 
benefits and limitations of the 
different types of prenatal 
diagnostic techniques.

6. Be able to describe the general 
differences between the commonly 
applied techniques of 
amniocentesis and chorionic villus 
sampling (CVS).

7. Understand the potential utility and 
limitations of fetal ultrasounds in 
evaluating a fetus for structural 
birth defects.

8. Be aware of existing and 
emerging assisted reproductive 
technologies, e.g. ART, IVF, 
preimplantation diagnosis.

5 Population screening and 
community genetics

Understand:

1. The genetic screening in 
populations; 

2. Screening for genetic susceptibility 
to disease;

3. Genetic counseling; ethics

DL

6 Treatment of genetic 
disease and gene therapy

Understand:

1. Considerations, strategies and 
treatment of genetic disease;

2. Molecular treatment of disease;
3. Approach to child with birth defects 

(assignments)

DL

7 Assignments/Journal 
Reading 

Tim

8 Assignments/Journal 
Reading 

Tim

9 Written-Exam
(Open/Close-book)

Tim



      

F. MONITORING AND FEED BACK

The training staff should include at least two teachers. A Teacher is a person who holds 
acknowledged expertise in one or several aspects of Molecular Genetics. This person's 
contribution may be restricted to these areas of expertise.

Regular review will be required to allow for flexibility and to allow for early identification of 
problems/deficiencies. This will be conducted through questionnaire (arranged by the secretary/ 
Quality Assurance Unit of Magister Programme of Biomedical Sciences/PMIB) and class/spot 
evaluation by the Coordinator.

Teachers are expected to provide appraisal and assessment of progress. Appraisal consists 
of sorting out what is needed and what is the evidence that this has been acquired. Assessment 
concentrates on what is needed. Student assessment should be provided in terms of 
achievements related to syllabus/ current plan.

An assessment should be undertaken to state competencies achieved and to allow 
progress within the teaching programme. Reports will be submitted to the Coordinator.

G. ASSESSMENT

Assignments/journal readings are basically for the students to read articles from recent 
journals, appraise them critically in written form and to be presented during the last few weeks 
of the semester (please negotiate with the respective lecturers).

Essay and its presentation (assignment) will be marked (60:40). It is desirable to ask 
questions and take part in the discussion.  

There will be tests on the discussed topics and a brief examination of knowledge on 
genetics is held during the last lesson.

The exam consists of four parts (one part from each lecturer) and will be scored equally.
Final mark is the means of assignment (essay and presentation) and written exam.
Credit will be given to students who fulfill the attendance requirements (80%), have 

prepared assigned essay and finished written exam.
In case of insufficient knowledge the student(s) may repeat the exam on an alternative date 

according to the Study Rules of the Faculty.

I. RECOMMENDED READING

• Thompson & Thompson Genetics in Medicine, 7th ed. 2007. Elsevier 
(Nussbaum RL, McInness RR, Willard HF).

• Relevant journal articles


